Pathetic Excuse For A Study Guide.

Including special exam watch warnings that identify the most difficult questions to answer on the MCSD, this comprehensive book includes an interactive CD-ROM with tests that link to the electronic text of the book.

Every book I found on this exam was replete with errors. This book is no worse. The practice exams are pathetic but the book content is good and presents material in a way that can be recalled on exam day. You will need to visit the publishers website and write in the text corrections (forget the practice exams though, they'll still be junk). The key here is to know that other exam materials from other sources are incorrect just as often. Based on this, you will need multiple resources (books and practice exams). You can consider determining which resource is accurate as good exam practice.

So STUDY this book cover to cover. Buy the Sylvan on-line practice tests (they're most accurate). Don't rush the process, take about a month. I did it this way and passed with a 914/1000.
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